Creative Pathways

A guide to developing creativity
in mental health services
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What’s this guide about?
!RTS  -INDS wrote this guide in response to feedback in our member’s
survey. Some of our LYPFT staff members wanted more guidance in how
to use the arts, and we hope this guide will give you that. When we talk
about the arts we don’t just mean drawing and painting. Think about
photography, creative writing, music, singing, drama, sculpture, filmmaking.... there’s a host of possibilities out there! Whether you want
to signpost a service user to an arts group; improve your environment
with artwork; develop a creative project on your ward; offer placement

opportunities to arts students; or get some training so you can do it
yourself, there’s a creative pathway for you. 7ELL GUIDE YOU THERE

Why use the arts?
The arts are a great way to enhance our mental health and well-being.
Don’t just take our word for it! There’s a growing evidence base that
points to the huge benefits of using the arts in mental health and learning
disabilities. There are examples of current research on our website
http://www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk/research/
&OR EXAMPLE The New Economics Foundation (2011) explored what it
was that helped people’s mental well-being. http://www.neweconomics.
org/projects/five-ways-well-being 400 scientists around the world put
their minds to this taxing question over three years, and came up with
five simple answers:

CONNECT – LEARN – BE ACTIVE - TAKE NOTICE - GIVE
They recommended that doing these 5 things a day would help our
mental health, much as eating 5 fruit and veg a day helps our physical
health. And guess what? The arts can help with all of these!
Many arts activities help us #/..%#4 with people; we ,%!2. new
creative skills; we are !#4)6% – particularly when we’re singing, or
dancing; we take ./4)#% and look at the world in a different way
when we see a play or an exhibition; and we ')6% when we share our
experiences and ideas through the arts. This is what Arts and Minds
service helps people to do, and is one of the main reasons we run the
Love Arts festival every year. www.loveartsleeds.org.uk

What pathway should we take?
You could utilise all of these pathways to increase the range of recovery
based interventions available to patients, or you could just try one
to assess its impact. Each page expands on why you might choose a
particular pathway, but here are some thoughts to consider:
s
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7HAT DO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE WANT TO DO
7HAT ARE THEIR NEEDS
7HAT ARE THE SERVICES AIMS FOR A CREATIVE PROJECT
7HICH PATHWAY WILL BEST HELP YOU ACHIEVE THIS
7HAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE

If your plan is clear of what you want to achieve, it will be easier to
select the right pathway for your service. Each pathway is illustrated
with examples of creative interventions that are available to inspire you.
Creativity comes in many guises....photography, drama, music, singing,
textiles, crafts, painting, creative writing, sculpture, dancing, film...what
would work for your service and your patients?

But how can we fund it?
Many of the pathways in this guide are FREE or low cost. However with a
little funding you can make big things happen....
s 3PEAK TO YOUR MANAGER ABOUT RINGFENCING A BUDGET FOR CREATIVE
activities. The Mount’s modern matron did this with impressive results
that improved patients’ choices
s *ANUARY MAY BE A GOOD TIME TO ASK AS BUDGETS NEED TO BE USED UP BY
April 1st and sometimes there’s a surplus
s -OST DEPARTMENTS HAVE A CHARITABLE FUND n CONTACT lNANCE ON
0113 305 5923 to find out what yours is
s -ANY ARTS ORGANISATIONS ARE CHARITIES AND ARE ABLE TO APPLY FOR GRANTS
that LYPFT are often unable to do as a statutory sector provider. They
are more likely to be successful in their funding bids if you can offer
some matched funding.
s !RTS  -INDS COULD SUPPORT YOU TO WRITE YOUR OWN FUNDING BID ,EEDS
Inspired, The national lottery, and The Arts Council are good sources
for small grants of 1K – 15 K.

Thanks to all those who helped with this guide...
4OM "AILEY FOR THE FABULOUS ILLUSTRATIONS *ANE -ULLINS FOR SUPERB PROOF
reading.
!LL OF THE ARTISTS AND ARTS ORGANISATIONS Artlink; Hayley Mason;
0YRAMID OF !RTS *ULIA 0IGGOTT 4ANYA #USAN %SPINOSA ,EEDS #OLLEGE OF
Music; Christine Bates; Emma Bolland; Pippa Woodhams; Swarthmore
#ENTRE *OAN -ACLEOD %AST 3TREET !RTS %LAINE "URROW )NC 3KIPPKO AND
Sue Barnes.
!LL OF THE MENTAL HEALTH STAFF AND SERVICES Newsam Centre; Parkside
,ODGE "ECKLIN #ENTRE +AT -UNN *ANET 3MITHSON %LIZABETH (ILL -EMORY
Service; Lynne Welsh: Peer Support: Deborah Marshall; Voluntary Services;
Christine Heath: and the Mount dementia wards.
!ND TO THE PATIENTS AND !RTS AND -INDS MEMBERS WHO THEY
CREATED WITH

Toget her you make magic! We hope t his guide
helps you make more!
,INDA "OYLES n !RTS  -INDS $EVELOPMENT -ANAGER
If you’re not an Arts and Minds member yet, joining up is one way to help
you #/..%#4 Membership is open to all adults living in Yorkshire, and it’s
free and easy to join on our website: www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
#ONTACT US
,INDA "OYLES  4OM "AILEY info@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
Tel: 0113 262 3128

Pathway 1:

Arts organisation partnership
!RTS  -INDS WORKS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH A WIDE RANGE OF ARTS
ORGANISATIONS TO HELP DELIVER QUALITY ARTS PROJECTS )F YOU HAVE AN
IDEA YOU WOULD LIKE TO DEVELOP TALK TO US AND WE CAN MATCH YOU UP

Inspiration Spotlight: Hidden Places project
.EWSAM #ENTRE forensic unit and 0ARKSIDE ,ODGE learning disability
service wanted to engage patients on their unit in more creative activities.
!RTS  -INDS APPLIED FOR FUNDING FROM THE !RTS #OUNCIL TO MAKE THESE
projects happen, with !RTLINK WY managing the Newsam Centre project,
and 0YRAMID OF !RTS the Parkside project. Patients and staff from these
units worked together with professional artists, exploring a range of
different mediums from printing to music, photography, and sculpture.
Participants described benefits that included enjoyment at discovering
their creativity; feeling calmer; expressing themselves; and having fun!
3TAFF noted the calm atmosphere that the projects created:

‘Good for challenging and channelling behaviour’
‘I know my shift will be easier on the workshop days’
The project also gave staff the opportunity to assess patients’ behaviour
and mental health state in a relaxed and less intrusive way, as they
worked together on the project. They were surprised that no challenging
behaviour presented itself throughout the project, though this was a
regular occurrence at other times of the day.

‘Keeps her concentration and helps to calm her down’
‘Helps people to express themselves’
The good attendance at most sessions was also noted with surprise, since
poor motivation of patients was a common feature in the centres. ‘Very
motivating and engaging especially for patients’

The .EWSAM #ENTRE generated 3 large canvases that were a composite
of patients’ prints and artwork. These have been proudly displayed in
the entrances to the male and female wards and have greatly enhanced
the somewhat bleak environment. Some participants also attended
additional external arts projects that Pyramid of Arts and Artlink West
Yorkshire were running in the community as a result of these connections
having been made.

How to make it happen!
s
s
s
s

4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
2ING US AT !RTS  -INDS AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH
7ELL MATCH YOU WITH THE RIGHT ARTS ORGANISATION TO WORK WITH YOU
3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP TO MAKE IT A GREAT PROJECT

Why choose this pathway?
s -ANY ARTS ORGANISATIONS HAVE ALREADY WORKED IN ,90&4 SERVICES AND
have the experience to know what will work in your setting
s 4HEY EMPLOY PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS WHO HAVE CONSIDERABLE EXPERIENCE OF
working in healthcare settings
s 4HEY HAVE PROJECT MANAGERS WHO WILL WORK WITH YOU TO DEVELOP IDEAS
s -ANY ARE CHARITIES AND ARE ABLE TO APPLY FOR FUNDS THAT ,90&4 IS OFTEN
unable to do as a statutory sector provider
s -OST OF THESE ARTS ORGANISATIONS ARE SMALL VOLUNTARY SECTOR
organisations that have to fundraise for the work they do. This gives
them flexibility in the way that they work but also means they have
limited capacity.

Think about....
s 7HAT SPACE you have for creative activities? People work best in a
space where there’s no distractions, and where they can be messy!
s 4HE TIMING of your sessions? Some patients can be groggy after
medication, ward rounds can interrupt activities...when’s best?
s 3TAFF support? Artists will need to be supported by your staff in
sessions so when’s the best time for this to happen?
s !RTS ORGANISATIONS ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR FUNDING
bids if you can offer some matched funding.

Pathway 2:

Freelance Artists

!RTS  -INDS WORKS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH A WIDE RANGE OF FREELANCE
ARTISTS 3OME OF THEM ARE LISTED ON OUR WEBSITE
HTTPWWWARTSANDMINDSNETWORKORGUKARTS ORGANISATIONS

Inspiration Spotlight: Salsa classes at the Becklin
At a community meeting on a "ECKLIN #ENTRE acute ward, staff and
patients hatched an idea to develop more active groups on the ward.
/CCUPATIONAL THERAPIST *ANET 3MITHSON APPLIED FOR A GRANT FROM ,90&4S
‘what’s your goal’ campaign fund to run some salsa dance classes with
DANCER 4ANYA #USAN %SPINOSA and was successful! They moved back
the furniture in the dining room to make room for the salsa, and to their
AMAZEMENT FOUND THAT UP TO HALF THE WARD JOINED IN EVERY WEEK
*ANET SAYS THIS WAS WELL ABOVE AVERAGE ATTENDANCE FOR A WARD BASED
group where motivation can be very low. They also found that people
were much more engaged and concentrated better than is usual for other
ACTIVITY GROUPS WHERE PEOPLE NORMALLY DRIFT IN AND OUT *ANET DESCRIBED
how the salsa really lightened the mood in the ward, with the knockon effect lasting for days as several patients even organised their own
practice between sessions. They also observed that the sessions helped
improve people’s physical well-being, and were a huge motivator. There
WERE OTHER UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES THAT ALSO SURPRISED *ANET

“That week we had had a new admission who was quite
difficult to engage, but it turned out she had a great
interest in Salsa, and this proved to be a turning point
in her admission. Other ladies on the ward had not had
the confidence to go to a class before, but several started
classes at Inkwell where Tanya runs classes”.

&OR MORE INFORMATION ON SALSA TEACHER 4ANYA #USAN %SPINOSA
http://www.cusantheatre.com
http://www.salsacusan.com

How to make it happen!
s
s
s
s

4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
2ING US AT !RTS  -INDS AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH
7ELL MATCH YOU WITH THE RIGHT ARTIST TO WORK WITH YOU
3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP TO MAKE IT A GREAT PROJECT

Why choose this pathway?
s -ANY FREELANCE ARTISTS HAVE WORKED IN MENTAL HEALTH OR LEARNING
disability services and often know what will work in your setting
s 4HEY OFFER FRESH PERSPECTIVE AND ENERGY This can generate new
ideas, energy and enthusiasm in staff and patients too
s 4HEY CAN TAILOR PROJECTS to suit the needs of your service
s 0ATIENTS frequently describe feeling at ease with them because they’re
not there in a staff role to assess etc.

Think about....
s 7HAT SPACE you have for creative activities? People work best in a
space where there’s no distractions, and where they can be messy!
s 4HE TIMING of your sessions? Some patients can be groggy after
medication, ward rounds can interrupt activities...when’s best?
s 3TAFF support? Artists need to be supported by your staff in sessions
so when’s the best time for this to happen?
s !RTISTS MAY NEED AN ENHANCED $"3 check. Check with HR and allow
time for this to be processed.

Pathway 3:

Student P lacements
!RTS  -INDS WORKS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION
PROVIDERS SUCH AS ,EEDS #OLLEGE OF -USIC ,#- AND ,EEDS #OLLEGE
OF !RT ,#!  4HESE CENTRES NEED COMMUNITY PLACEMENTS FOR
THEIR STUDENTS TO GIVE THEM EXPERIENCE OF FACILITATING GROUPS OR
PERFORMING

Inspiration Spotlight: Leeds College of Music
4HE -OUNT WARDS FOR PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA were looking for music
facilitators, while Leeds College of Music were looking for community
PLACEMENTS FOR THEIR STUDENTS !RTS  -INDS HELPED LINK THE TWO UP AND A
very productive partnership was hatched!
In 3EPTEMBER the students select community placements from their
college prospectus, and many students have chosen the Mount for several
years. Between September and December they plan a twelve hour project
with the selected service, guided and supported by their tutors, and
BETWEEN *ANUARY AND -AY THEY DELIVER THE PROGRAMME 3TUDENTS WORKED
on the wards for twelve weeks running some fantastic music workshops
with staff and patients. Some of the students have enjoyed the
experience so much, that when their placements finished they continued
working there as volunteers.
Here’s OT %LIZABETH (ILLS thoughts on the partnership:
“Having the students from Leeds College of Music on the ward has been
a great experience. The groups proved to be popular with service users,
and the feedback received was very positive. Service users reported that
they had found the groups very enjoyable, as it was an opportunity to get
together with others and have a sing and dance. The music often brought
back memories for people, which in turn promoted group discussions.
Many of the service users had attended dance halls when they were
younger, and this is where some had met their husbands. As well as

promoting socialisation, the music groups encouraged gentle exercise
through dancing. This not only provided an opportunity for experiencing
the pleasure of movement and physical contact with others, but also
provided an outlet for restless energy. Overall, the health and wellbeing
benefits observed from running the music group confirmed my belief in
music as a therapeutic tool for people with dementia. The experience
of working with such talented musicians was a pleasure, and the music
project is something that I would be keen to repeat in the future”

How to make it happen!
s
s
s
s

4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
2ING US AT !RTS  -INDS AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH
7ELL MATCH YOU WITH THE RIGHT EDUCATION PROVIDER TO WORK WITH YOU
3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP TO MAKE IT A GREAT PROJECT

Why choose this pathway?
s 3OME EDUCATION PROVIDERS HAVE ALREADY WORKED IN ,90&4 SERVICES AND
have the EXPERIENCE to know what will work in your setting
s 4HE STUDENTS ARE SUPPORTED AND TRAINED BY EXPERIENCED TUTORS WHO
have considerable experience of working in community settings
s 4HE STUDENTS ARE COMMITTED AND ENTHUSIASTIC since they select their
placements and it’s in their interests to work well
s 4HEY GAIN EXPERIENCE AND YOU GAIN BUDDING FACILITATORS AT NO COST

Think about....
s 4IMING 9OULL NEED TO WORK WITH STUDENTS PLACEMENT TIMETABLE *AN
– May for LCM, Feb - May for LCA)
s 7HAT SPACE you have for creative activities? People work best in a
space where there’s no distractions, or where they can be messy!
s 4HE TIMING of your sessions? Some patients can be groggy after
medication, ward rounds can interrupt activities...when’s best?
s 3TAFF support? Students will need to be supported by your staff in
sessions so when’s the best time for this to happen?
s 4HEY WILL NEED AN ENHANCED $"3 THAT ,90&4S (2 DEPT ORGANISES

Pathway 4:

Volunteers

,90&4S 6OLUNTARY 3ERVICES MATCH HUNDREDS OF VOLUNTEERS WITH
SERVICES EVERY YEAR 3OME ARE STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE SOME
ARE EX SERVICE USERS WANTING TO GIVE SOMETHING BACK AND SOME ARE
ARTISTS WANTING TO EXPAND THEIR GROUPWORK SKILLS

Inspiration Spotlight: Volunteer Emma Bolland
%MMA is a professional visual artist with 20 years experience of teaching
art in higher education, and exhibiting. While she was on a teacher
training course she suffered a mental breakdown and started using LYPFT
services. As she was recovering, and struggling to get back to work, one
of the ICS staff suggested she try volunteering to keep her skills fresh.
Emma met with voluntary services to discuss her interests and needs, and
was matched with the "ECKLIN THERAPY CENTRE She ran two weekly arts
sessions there, and later replaced one of these to offer a session on the
forensic unit. Emma says:
‘’I’m getting so much back from volunteering in so many ways. I was
looking at the gaps in my work experience, and wanted to work with
specific community groups. This has helped me to keep up my CPD for
the teaching body, and the patients seem to enjoy coming. I’ve also just
been awarded a grant to enable me to run a project mentoring artists
with experience of mental distress, and it really helped having this work
on my CV.”
4HE MANAGER OF THE THERAPY CENTRE SAID
“Emma has been fantastic because she was already experienced and
confident. We got her to sit with the group first, and instantly I could
see she really knew what she was doing. Getting the right volunteer is
so important as not all volunteers can do everything. The patients really
enjoy coming to Emma’s sessions and appreciate the time she gives them.
They often arrive quite agitated off the ward, and leave looking relaxed.”

“Emma has real empathy with the patients, partly because she’s been one
herself. She’s a great role model in this respect, as her work shows that’s
there’s hope of recovery. I’d thoroughly recommend having volunteers.”

How to make it happen!
s 4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
s 2ING 6OLUNTARY 3ERVICES AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH   
  
s 4HEYLL LOOK FOR THE RIGHT VOLUNTEER TO WORK WITH YOU
s 3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP SUPPORT THE VOLUNTEER

Why choose this pathway?
s -ANY VOLUNTEERS HAVE A LOT OF SKILLS and professional experience
s 6OLUNTEERS HAVE CHOSEN TO WORK IN THIS AREA FOR FREE AND THEREFORE
they’re often very COMMITTED AND ENTHUSIASTIC
s 4HEY OFFER A FRESH PERSPECTIVE AND ENERGY
s 4HE EXPERIENCE YOURE GIVING SOME VOLUNTEERS COULD HELP WITH THEIR
RECOVERY or even help them back to work

Think about....
s "E CLEAR about what you want from a volunteer and their role
s ,ISTEN to what individual volunteers can offer and use their skills
s 6OLUNTEERS WILL NEED SUPPORT from your staff. A named person to
mentor them is recommended
s 6OLUNTEERS NEED TO FEEL APPRECIATED and their work acknowledged
s 6OLUNTEERS SHOULDNT TAKE THE PLACE OF PAID STAFF THEYRE A BONUS
s 6OLUNTEERS SHOULDNT BE OUT OF POCKET FOR THE WORK THEY DO n TRAVEL
EXPENSES are paid by Voluntary Services
s 4HEY WILL NEED AN ENHANCED $"3 that Voluntary services organises

Pathway 5:

D.I.Y

9OU COULD RUN CREATIVE GROUPS IN YOUR SERVICE EVEN WITH LIMITED
RESOURCES 3OME TRAINING CAN HELP YOU ALONG THE WAY (ERE ARE
SOME IDEAS FOR INSPIRATION

Inspiration Spotlight: Memory Service & Peer
support with Skippko: Life stories
3KIPPKO arts organisation worked with LYPFT’s memory service, Peer
Support, and people living with dementia. The services wanted to develop a
creative life story project where patients could document their lives through
a range of creative methods. The aim was for patients to create a life story
book that could travel with them between services and care homes etc to
enable carers to see a full picture of their lives.
Skippko included elements of STAFF TRAINING to enable staff to continue
with the work when the project finished. Five years on, staff are still using
the methods learnt on this project in a Life Story Group. This meets weekly
to support people living with dementia to share their life memories. They
use a variety of ways to work with people to document their own Life Story.
The project was joint funded by LYPFT and Peer Support.
!RTS  -INDS also run BESPOKE TRAINING for workers who want
inspiration for ways to develop creativity in their service. It’s a great way to
share ideas, discuss potential problems, and develop ideas. The sessions
can be delivered for teams or professional groups, and can be a useful
addition to your CPD portfolios. Contact us if you’re interested.
There are many books and TOOLKITS out there to inspire you, eg. this one
for those working with people living with dementia:
http://collective-encounters.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Arts-andDementia-Toolkit.pdf
Or why not develop your own box of ideas to draw on?

How to make it happen!
s 4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
s 2ING US AT !RTS  -INDS AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH
s 3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP TO MAKE IT A GREAT PROJECT

Why choose this pathway?
s !S WORKERS IN SERVICES YOU ARE BEST PLACED TO KNOW WHATS NEEDED
WHAT WOULD WORK and what patients want
s 9OU HAVE MORE CONTROL over the process and can be flexible according
to changing daily situations and needs
s 9OU HAVE A RELATIONSHIP with patients and they are more likely to
trust you and take part in activities you suggest
s 4HIS PATHWAY IS SUSTAINABLE

Think about....
s 7HY NOT DO AN AUDIT OF THE CREATIVE skills your staff already have?
You may be surprised at what you find!
s 7HAT SPACE you have for creative activities? People work best in a
space where there’s no distractions, and where they can be messy!
s 4HE TIMING of your sessions? Some patients can be groggy after
medication, ward rounds can interrupt activities...when’s best?
s 3TAFF support? You may need some intermittent training sessions from
artists to help keep you inspired!

Pathway 6:

Art Therapy

!RT THERAPY IS A FORM OF PSYCHOTHERAPY WORKING WITH A CLIENT EITHER
INDIVIDUALLY OR IN SMALL GROUPS )T USES ART MAKING TO HELP PEOPLE
WHO ARE SUFFERING ACUTE EMOTIONAL DISTRESS OR NEED SUPPORT TO
UNDERSTAND THOUGHTS FEELINGS OR BEHAVIOUR 9OU DONT NEED TO BE
GOOD AT ART OR TO BE ABLE TO DRAW AND ART SKILLS ARE NOT TAUGHT !RT
THERAPISTS WORK IN A RANGE OF SETTINGS WITHIN CHILD AND ADULT MENTAL
HEALTH OR IN BROADER ARTS AND HEALTH PROJECTS !RT 4HERAPISTS ARE
!LLIED (EALTH 0ROFESSIONALS REGISTERED WITH THE (#0# AND THE "RITISH
!SSOCIATION OF !RT 4HERAPISTS WWWBAATORG

Inspiration Spotlight: Art therapy group with
Older People
Older people with acute mental health problems or dementia attended
a weekly art psychotherapy group. Therapist 0IPPA 7OODHAMS worked
with both the Psychology team, and Occupational Therapists to asses and
set up a closed group, running over fourteen weeks.
Once simple techniques were demonstrated, after a few weeks, members
began to have confidence to choose their own ways of working. Patterns
and experiments sparked reminiscences of both joy and heartbreak.
This led to images of hopelessness and questioning of a fearful future,
as the confidential closed group setting enabled a slow building of
trust. Members experienced new ways of supporting one another’s
emotional needs, in the face of challenges such as cancer, dementia and
bereavement.
“It doesn’t matter what other people say. This is just for us.”
“This gives me a place where I can make some decisions for myself. It’s
my own space.”
The experience gave its members a time for building relationships, growth
in self-confidence and in self-understanding.

“If I won the Euro millions, I’d invest in this place, let us keep attending this.”
“You’ve opened up a big hole for me to fill with things to do now.”
“You’ve listened to me. It’s made my life bearable.”

How to make it happen!
s $ISCUSS WITH THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE THE KIND OF SUPPORT THEY
would like to access.
s &IND OUT MORE ABOUT ART THERAPY AT www.baat.org where registered
practitioners are listed.
s #ONTACT A LOCAL REGISTERED ART THERAPIST FOR EXAMPLE
0IPPA 7OODHAMS pippa.woodhams@gmail.com www.pippawoodhams.co.uk
!LISON (ERBERT

a11ieh@btinternet.com

!LEXA -OLYNEUX

alexa@nextchapterarts.co.uk

www.nextchapterarts.co.uk

Why choose this pathway?
s !RT THERAPY CAN HELP THOSE IN ACUTE DISTRESS and in need of specialist
help and support with mental health, trauma or complex bereavement.
s !RT THERAPY CAN BE A POSITIVE PATHWAY FOR TRAUMATISED PATIENTS
needing STABILISATION prior to embarking on other psychological
treatments.
s !RT THERAPY CAN BE AN ALTERNATIVE to traditional talking therapies
for people who find it hard to verbalise their thoughts and feelings. In
contrast it can also be useful for those who use verbosity as a defence.
s !RT THERAPISTS CAN PROVIDE PSYCHO EDUCATIONAL groups helping people
understand their mental health difficulties, and help articulate needs
and find pathways to health for themselves.

Think about....
s 4HE SPACE you have: providing a confidential, safe, uninterrupted
room for therapeutic sessions, where it is acceptable to make a mess.
s 4HE TIMe for appointments: the more consistent is attendance, the
more will be gained through therapy.
s )N SOME CIRCUMSTANCES HOME VISITS may be negotiable.
s ! THERAPIST WILL DISCUSS WITH YOU THE SUITABILITY AND ASSESSMENT of
individual clients for art therapy.

0ATHWAY 

Educational Opportunities
3WARTHMORE #ENTRE %AST 3TREET !RTS ,EEDS #OLLEGE OF !RT AND
,EEDS #ITY #OLLEGE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF ARTS COURSES 3OME
EDUCATIONAL PROVIDERS ALSO OFFER OUTREACH COURSES DESIGNED FOR
PEOPLE WHO FACE OBSTACLES IN GOING TO THEIR CENTRES 4HESE MAY BE
DELIVERED AT A COMMUNITY CENTRE OR WITHIN YOUR SERVICE

Inspiration Spotlight: Swarthmore art course
0EER SUPPORT AND ,90&4S MEMORY SERVICE worked with the Swarthmore
Adult Education Centre to create an arts course specifically for people in
the early stages of dementia. The course provides opportunities for people
to engage with art activities in a facilitated and safe environment at the
Swarthmore Centre in central Leeds. An art tutor leads the session with
assistance from Peer Support staff and Occupational Therapists from Leeds
Memory Service.
4HE AIMS of the group are to enable participation, develop skills, improve
confidence, be therapeutic and offer a forum where people can meet
and provide mutual support. The group supports the continuance of
engagement with interests that are often restricted or lost during the
experience of dementia. A person experiencing dementia can attend
alone or with someone who is supporting them.
4HE BENElTS to participants have included: improved confidence, good
state of wellbeing, positive self-esteem, independence and a reduction
in social isolation. Many service users have commented that they really
enjoy attending!
For up to date information on current courses CHECK OUT THEIR WEBSITES
http://www.swarthmore.org.uk/
www.leeds-art.ac.uk
www.eaststreetarts.org.uk
www.leedcitycollege.ac.uk

How to make it happen!
s
s
s
s

4ALK TO THE PEOPLE WHO USE YOUR SERVICE ABOUT WHAT THEYD LIKE TO DO
2ING US AT !RTS  -INDS AND TALK YOUR IDEAS THROUGH
6ISIT CENTRES AND MEET THEIR WORKERS SO YOU KNOW WHATS AVAILABLE
3PEAK TO STAFF ABOUT HOW THEY CAN HELP TO MAKE IT A GREAT PROJECT

Why choose this pathway?
s %DUCATIONAL PROVIDERS OFFER A CONTINUOUS PATHWAY that people can
follow and progress along with a wide range of options and levels
s -ANY COURSES ARE LOW COST OR EVEN &2%% if people are on benefits
s )T OFFERS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE TO MIX IN A NON MENTAL HEALTH
setting and create new networks that can help with recovery
s 3OME PROVIDERS RUN COURSES AT COMMUNITY CENTRES eg. East Street
Arts course at Inkwell for people with mental health issues
s 3OME PROVIDERS OFFER COURSES FOR SPECIlC GROUPS eg. Swarthmore
offers supported groups for people with learning difficulties

Think about....
s -ANY CENTRES HAVE OPEN DAYS USUALLY IN 3EPTEMBER OR *ANUARY WHEN
people can sometimes do taster sessions
s !FTER A @TASTE of what’s on offer, and getting to know a tutor, people
often feel more comfortable enrolling on courses
s 2UNNING TASTER SESSIONS OR SHORT COURSES IN YOUR SERVICES may be the
stepping-stone to help people progress on to other courses
s 0ROVIDERS OFTEN HAVE RESTRICTIONS ON THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE
enrolled in order to run on a course. They may also have a MINIMUM
ATTENDANCE required by students

Pathway 8:

Arts Groups In The Community
4HERE ARE A HUGE RANGE OF CREATIVE GROUPS AND EVENTS ACROSS THE
CITY AND MANY ARE FREE 3OME OF THE CURRENT ONES ARE LISTED ON OUR
WEBSITE )F YOU KNOW OF OTHERS PLEASE LET US KNOW
HTTPWWWARTSANDMINDSNETWORKORGUK?RESOURCES

Inspiration Spotlight: Inc. workshops
!RTS  -INDS does not run many groups since we mainly focus on
signposting people to the opportunities already out there. However, we
offer quarterly creative events at different venues to give people to have a
‘taste’ of what that venue can offer. We also run a monthly ‘culture club’
where members can take part in Leeds vibrant cultural life by going to
shows and exhibitions together. We keep our members informed of these
events, and other creative opportunities, through our weekly e-bulletins
and quarterly newsletters.
It has given me the chance to try activities which would have been difficult to
access otherwise and helped me feel a bit more confident and able to take
part.
4HE #ULTURE #LUB have enjoyed free and discounted tickets to shows and
events at Leeds Art Walk; West Yorkshire Playhouse; Opera North; and
the Carriageworks. We have run events at a wide range of venues such as
Swarthmore Centre; Inc.; Munroe House; Trinity Arts; and Inkwell. Many of
our members have joined groups they’ve tried at these events, as members
tell us it’s much easier once they made that first brave step to go through a
new door. One such example is the friendly Inc HTTPSWWWFACEBOOK
COMINCWORKSHOP
I am enjoying my time at Inc. and I have recently enrolled on picture framing
at Inc. I am getting involved in so many interesting new ventures all because
of Arts and Minds.

)NC is a fully equipped jewellery, photography, woodwork, picture framing
and screenprinting workshop. They run workshops and mini courses, but
the space can also be used on a ‘pay-as-you-go’ basis. Many of the courses
are free or low cost to people on benefits.

How to make it happen!
s #HECK OUR WEBSITE FOR IDEAS OF CREATIVE GROUPS YOU COULD JOIN
s "ECOME A MEMBER OF !RTS  -INDS .ETWORK SO YOU KEEP INFORMED OF
creative opportunities coming up
s #OME ALONG TO ONE OF OUR QUARTERLY EVENTS TO TRY NEW THINGS OUT
s #OME ALONG TO OUR MONTHLY CULTURE CLUB TRIPS AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS

Why choose this pathway?
s -ANY CREATIVE GROUPS ARE FREE OR LOW COST to people on benefits
s 4HEY OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE TO MIX IN A NON MENTAL HEALTH
setting and create NEW NETWORKS that can help with their recovery
s 0EOPLE CAN LEARN NEW SKILLS and gain confidence in an informal
setting that’s less pressured than some educational settings
s 'ROUPS ARE OFTEN AT COMMUNITY CENTRES THAT ARE ACCESSIBLE and close
to where people live
s -ANY GROUPS ARE ONGOING and you can attend as long as you wish
s 4HE CULTURE CLUB IS A SOCIABLE way for people to try out cultural venues
at discounted or free rates

Think about....
s 9OU ARE AN INVALUABLE CONDUIT for passing on information to patients
who may not have internet access
s #ONSIDER DOING AN INTEREST CHECKLIST with people to help them to
think of activities they might have tried in the past, or new ones
s #ONSIDER PEOPLES PREFERENCES for daytime or evenings, and locations
they can access by public transport
s 4HEY MAY NEED MORE INITIAL SUPPORT to enable them to attend, such
as going along with a friend, or a support worker

